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''Missing you. I miss you more. Missing you.''
''Missing you. I miss you more. Missing you.''
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''Missing you. I miss you more. Missing you.''

 
 

  
 
 

 
  
  
  

''Missing you. I miss you more. Missing you.''
''Missing you. I miss you more. Missing you.''

(*)  ...

You taught me to be strong, you taught me to hold on
When everyone around me saidIt can't be done
And if you can't be strong and if you can't hold on
Just remember the words you once gave to me

 
 ?

 
 ...

'''romaji''':
Natsukashii, anata no nukumori tooku.
Koishikute, kurushikute mune ga setsunaku naiteru.

''Missing you. I miss you more. Missing you.
Missing you. I miss you more. Missing you.''

Sashinoberu te sae mo utomashiku omou.
Umaku aisenakute tsuyogatteta.
Ano koro no watashi ha bukiyou datta ne.
Sugisatta hibi wo mou ichido.

Sayonara sae mo iwazu ni kieta hi no.



Furiyamanu ame no naka de
kaeri wo machitsuzuketa no.

(*) Natsukashii, anata no nukumori tooku.
Koishikute, kurushikute mune ga setsunaku naiteru.
Itsudatte soba ni ite hoshii zutto.
Aitakute, aenakute, itoshikute ...

''Missing you. I miss you more. Missing you.''

Furikaeru koto nara itsudatte dekiru.
Modorenai jikan wo umete kako no bun made.

Sunao ni narezu nigete kita jibun ga
kirai de namida afureta.
Hontou ha anata no ai wo.

Natsukashii, anata no nukumori tooku.
Koishikute, kurushikute mune ga setsunaku naiteru.
Mou ii no! Yarinaoseru kara kitto.
Ushinatta ai no kakera awasete.

''Missing you. I miss you more. Missing you.
Missing you. I miss you more. Missing you.''

(*) Natsukashii, anata no nukumori tooku ...

You taught me to be strong, you taught me to hold on.
When everyone around me said &quot;It can't be done&quot;.
And if you can't be strong and if you can't hold on.
Just remember the words you once gave to me.

Kikinareta kuchiguse,
itsumono sono shigusa nande daro? 
Namida ga koboreru.
Atarashii ashita ga shiawase de aru you ni.
Nidoto nakusanai you ni...

'''English''':
Longing, your warmth is so far away.
My lonely, painful heart is crying so badly. 

''Missing you. I miss you more. Missing you.
Missing you. I miss you more. Missing you.''

Even there is a helping hand, that is an adverse thinking.
Because I can't love you well, I played the tough girl.
Those days I was awkward, right.
All the past days I was it again.

Even without saying good bye the day vanished.
In the endless falling rain
I keep waiting for your return.

(*) Longing, your warmth is so far away.
My lonely, painful heart is crying so badly.
All the time I wish you by my side. 
I wanna see you, I can't meet you, beloved ...

''Missing you. I miss you more. Missing you.''

About the thing of looking back, I do it whenever I can.
I bury the time where I can't go back, until it is past.

I can't become obedient, I ran away, my



disliked tears overflow.
The truth it's your love.

Longing, you warmth is so far away.
My lonely, painful heart is crying so badly.
It's enough! Because we can start over, I am sure.
I put the lost fragment of love together.

''Missing you. I miss you more. Missing you.''
''Missing you. I miss you more. Missing you.''

(*) Longing, your warmth is so far away ...

You taught me to be strong, you taught me to hold on.
When everyone around me said &quot;It can't be done&quot;.
And if you can't be strong and if you can't hold on.
Just remember the words you once gave to me.

A phrase which was familiar to me,
this usual behaviour, why is it so? 
The tears fall down.
That a new morning make me happy. 
That I never ever lose you...
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